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Application of the Position Angle Matrix to Analysis
of the Boundary‑Value Problems of the Dissymmetrical
Many Stage Cascade Connected Polyphase Transmission
Lines with the Initial Conditions

Yoshio INAGAKI', Yoshiaki SHIRAO", Hiroaki KAWABATA*,

Toshikuni NAGAHARA* and Masao KIDO*
(Received November 15, 1987)

In this paper the line potential and the 1ine current along the combined dis‑
symmetrica! multi‑conductor transmission system are calculated by making use of the
position angle matrix. These are the general solutions of the system, which have been
solved under arbitrary and initial conditions of system.

1. Introduction
In the previous papersi'2) we dealt with the boundary‑value problem in the
multiple‑stage cascade connected polyphase transmission system by making use of the
position angle matrix and showed that the line potentiali) and the line current2) at any

point were given in the compact fbrm by using the position angle matrix with some
numerical examples for the practical case. But in those papers we considered only the
electric sources at the sending ends of the transmission lines and ignored the initial
values of voltages or currents distributed on the transmission lines.

In this paper we take into consideration not only the eiectric sources at the sending
ends of the transmission 1ines but also the arbitrary initial values ofpotentials and cur‑
rents on the 1ines. The construction of the transmission system is substantially the same
as that in the previous paper2), and it is generally assumed that different lines are con‑

nected in series and the arrangement of conductors at any stage is dissymmetrical, so‑

called the combined dissymmetrical multi‑conductor transmission system.

Although the system has the initial values, we can easily obtain the solutions,
potentials and currents at any point on the transmission line, under the arbitrary
boundary conditions by making use of the position angle matrix. This leads to get the
solutions ofpotentials and currents ofsuch a system from the diagram directly using the

position angle matrices without solving the initial and boundary value problem of
simultaneous partiai differential equations.

2. Solutions of Potentials and Currents on the 2‑Stage

Combined Multi‑Conductor System
Consider a 2‑stage combined n‑conductor transmission system having lengths li and
l2 as shown in Fig. 1. A group of voltage sources [eo] andagroup ofimpedances fzi]
*
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mlsslon system.

are in series at the sending terminal A. Groups of impedances [z2] and [z3] are at the
point B and at the receiving terminal C, respectively. Matrices [ei(xi)] and [ii(xi)]
are respectively traveling voltage and gurrent waves at an arbitrary point xi on the i‑th
stage line. Now these solutions may be expressed3) in the operational forms as fo11ows:

[eiOci)] = sinh [ki] xi･[ai] + cosh {ki] xi･[Bi}

+ [ki] ‑i JllCi sinh [ki] (xi‑¥i) [ei (g,)] dgi (1)
[ii (xi)] = ‑ [krt] ‑i [ki] (cosh [ki] xi･ [ai]

+ sinh [ki] xi･ [s3i] )+ [kr] ‑i {p [Li] [Ii (xi, O)]

‑J:ci cosh [ki] (xi‑gi) [ei (ti)] dti} (2)

[kl:]=[pLi+Ri] (3)
[kil2=[kr] [pq+Gi] (4)
d
[eiCx)]=p[Li] alE IIi(x･O)] ‑p[k,*] [Ci] [Ei(x,o)] (s)
where [ai] and [Bi] are the constants ofthe integration to be determined by boundary
conditions, [Elr(xi, O)l and [4(Xi,O)] are the initial values of voltages and currents on

the 1ines, [Li], [q], [Ri] and [Gil are n × n matrices representing the inductances,
capacitances, resistances and leakances per unit length of the transmission lines respect‑
ively and p is Heaviside's operator.

For such a case of Fig. 1, the boundary conditions are written as
[ei (li)l = [e2 (O)l " [Z2] ([ii (li)] ‑ [i2 (O)])

(6)

[e2 (l2)] = [z3] [i2 (l2)]

(7)

We can get integral constants [ai], [Bi], Ea2] ,and [B2] from Eqs. (1), (2), (6) and
(7). At i ‑‑' 2, x2 = O in Eq. (1), we find

[e2 (O)] = ge2]

(8)
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From Eqs. (1), (2) and (7), we obtain the next equation
sinh [k2] l2 ･ [a2] + cosh {k2] l2 ･ {62]

' (l, ‑ g,) [e2 (g2)] dE2
+ [k,]‑i ts2 sinh [k,l
= [z,] (‑ [k!]‑' [k2] (cosh [k2] l2 ･{a2]
+ sinh [k2] l2 ･ (i32])+ [kl] ‑i {p [L2] [I2 (l2,O)]

‑42cosh [k,] (l,‑4,) [e, (g,)] dg,}) (9)
Now, introducing the position angle matrix [63] that satisfies the relation tanh [63]
= [z3l [k;] ‑i [k2] and taking Eq. (8) into account, Eq. (9) becomes as fbllows:

(sinh [k2]l2 + tanh [63] cosh [k2] l2) [a2]
= ‑ (cosh [k2]l2 + tanh [63] sinh {k2] l2) [e2 (O)]

m 42 sinh [k,] (l, ‑g,) [k,]‑i [e, (g2)] dg2

+tanh [63] ･[k2]‑i {p [L2] [h (l2,O)]
‑ "2 cosh [k,] (l, ‑ E,) [e, (g2)] dE2}
Therefore

[a2] = ‑ {SH([63] + [k2]l2)} ‑i CH([63] + [k2] l2)･ [e2 (O)]

‑{SH({6,] + Ek,] l,)}‑i J:2 SH {[63] + [k,] (l, ‑E,)}
× [k,]‑i [e, (g,)] dE, +{SH([6,] + [k,]l,)} ‑i

×sinh [631･[k2]‑ip[L2] [I2 (l2,O)] (10)
Substitution of Eqs. (8) and (1O) in Eq. (1) results

[e2 (x2)] = SH{[k2] (l2 ‑x2)+ [63]} {SH ([k2] l2 + [6,])}‑i
× ([e, ro)] ‑X2 sinh [k,] g, ･ [k,] "‑i {e, (g,)] dE,)

+ sinh [k2] x2 ･{SH ([63] + {k2] l2)} ‑'
× (sinh [63] ･[k2] Mi p [L2] [I2 (l2,O)]

‑.{f; SH{[6,] + [k,] (l, ‑g,)} [k,]‑i [e, (g,)] dE,)

(1 1)
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3. Solutions of Potentials and Currents on the m‑Stage

Combined Multi‑Conductor System
By the same method as Section 2, the equation of the line potentials fbr all cases of
one‑, two‑ arid three‑stage transmission 1ines may be written in the same style as follows:

[ei (xi)] = SH {[ki] (li ‑ xi)'+ [eifi]} {SH ([ki] li + [e}i] )} ‑i

X([ei (O)‑[ei (O,xi)])+sinh [ki] xi '
X{ SH ([b‑i] + [ki] ij)} ‑i ([llll;,i] ‑ [Oi (xi, li)]) (12)

where
[e,(O, xi)] = JllCi sinh [k,] Ei ･ [ki] ‑i [Ci (E,)] dEi

[d,(xi, l,)] = .gll SH{[O,,,] + [k,] (l, ‑g,)} [k,] ‑i [e,(g,)] dE,

Here thematrix [P;;,il is as follows:

for the case of the one‑stage transmission system (m = 1)

[RIE,] =SH [e2] ･ [Pi,i]
for the case of the two‑stage transmission system (m = 2)

[P!;i] =SH [e2] ･ [Pi,i] ‑ [ri] SH([e3] + [k2] l2) [I}t,o]

+ [ri] (SH [e3] ･ k,i] ‑ [T>])
[lalli2] = SH [e3] ･ [P2,i]
for the case of the three‑stage transmission system (m = 3)

[P!li] =SH E02]･ [Pi,i] ‑ [r̀i] SH([e3] + [k2] l2)‑ [P2,o]

‑ [ri] [r2] SH([e4] + [k3] l3)･ [P3,o]
+ [r,] (SH [e3] ･ [P2,i] ‑ [712])
+ [ri] [r2] (SH [e,] ･ [ll3,i] ‑[T3])
[P!E,] =SH [e3] ･ [R,,,l ‑ [r,] SH([e4] + [k3] l,)･ [P3,,]

+ [r21 (SH [e4]･[P3,i] ‑ ET3])
[PIZ3] =SH [e4] ･ [P3,i]

where
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[ri] = SH ([eft,] + [k7] ij + [bi'] ){SH ([k)] ij + [bi'] )} ‑‑i

× sH [b;,,] {sH ({eft,] + [ig,,] (i,, + [Ok,])}‑i

[ny] ‑"SH{[Ofti] + [ig] (ij ‑ b)} [ig] ‑i E9 (ig)] d4 .
[I},o] = [ki] ‑i p [Li] {4 (O, O)]
[.Plr,i] = [ki] ‑i p [Li]' [Il (4, O)]

'
Thus the general form of the matrix [P l,,i] turns out to be

m‑I N N

[ell;,i] = SH [ei.,] ･ [Plr,i] ‑,;,(iH.i[ri]) SH([ex+2] + [kx+i] IK+i) [Px+i,e]

+ iEil.(ifi., [r71i])(SH [eN.,]･[Px.,,,] ‑ [T,.,]) (13)
where

(sH [b])‑i cH [e] =cH [e] (sH [e])‑i
tanh [6I･.d = [zffil [k#i]" [km]
tanh [6A.i] = [zi+i] [ksu ‑' [ki]

s " O when s < L Exactly the following relationships hold for the coefficients [6] ,
and K;,
[6'],[e] and [e'].

tanh [6i] CrH [ei] )‑i = [U] + tanh [61･] {TH ([ki] 4+ [eff,] )} ‑'

'

tanh [61･] (TH [bl･] )" = [U] +tanh [6i] {TH([ki‑i] li.i + [bl･‑i])}‑'

The equation of the line current may be obtained by the same procedure as the case
of the 1ine potential, that is

[ii (xi)] = [k,"] ‑i [ki] (CH{[ki] (li ‑ xi) + [eifi]}
×{ sH ([ki] 4 + [e"i ] )} ‑i ( [ei (o)] ‑ [ei (o, xi)] )

+ [ki] ‑i p [Li] [4 (xi, O)] ‑ cosh [ki] xi{SH ([O‑i] + [ki] 4)}‑'

X([jPI :,i]‑[ei (xi, li)] )) (14)
Equations (12) and (14) give al1 the line potentials and currents for the case of (m
=1 :i= 1), (}n =2 :i '‑‑ 1,i= 2) and (m =3 :i= 1,i" 2,i ‑‑ 3).
We now return to the consideration of the general case. We lead here the line poten‑
tial in the case of (m = m, i = i+ 1) assuming that Eqs. (12) and (14) hold in the case of
(m = m, i= ij.

The general solutions on the (i + 1)‑th stage for the line equations are:
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[eifi (xi+i)] = sinh [kftil xt‑i ･ [ateil + cosh [kffi] x"i ･ EB"‑i]

+ [ki.,]‑i f,XNisinh [ki,i] (x",i ‑ g",,) [e}i (}i+i)] dE"‑i

(15)
[iiei ixei)] " ‑ [k#i] ‑i [kifi] (cosh [k}i] xifi ' [ori+i]

+ sinh [ki+i] xN.i ･ tsi+i])+ [k#i]‑'{ p[Li+i] [I‑i(x}i,O)]
‑ J:Cti'̀cosh [kN.i] (xH‑i ‑ }}i) [eH‑i (Ei+i)] dEH‑i } (16)
From Fig. 2 the boundary conditions may be expressed as

' (1 7)
[ei (4)]= [eiti (O)]= [z‑i] ([ii (4)] ‑ [iNi (O)])
'

' 7) ' '
From Eqs. (1 2), (1 5) ' and (1
[em (O)] " [Pifi]
= sH [effi] {sH([ki] li + [eifi])}'‑i ([ei(o)] ‑ [ei(o, 4)])

+sinh [ki] li{SH([bi+i]+[kil li)}"‑' [llln,i] (18)
From Eqs. (14), (16) and (17)

[eifi (O)] = [zffi] ([k,,]‑i [ki] (CH [em]{sH([k,] l, + [e.])}‑i
× ([ei (O)] ‑ [ei (O, li)])+ [ki] ‑i p [Li] [Ii (li, o)]

‑ cosh [ki] 4{SH ([e",i] + [ki] ij)} ‑i [ll ;,i] )

+ [k#i]‑' [ki.i] [ai‑i] ‑ [k#i]‑i p [L‑i] [li‑i (O, O)])

= tanh [6"i] (CH [e}i] {SH([ki] 4+ [ei.i] )} ‑i
x ([ei(O)] ‑ [ei (O, li)])+ [I'lr,i]

‑cosh Eki] 4{SH ([Oi.i] + [ki] 4)}‑i [llli,i])

+tanh {6ki]([ai+i] ‑ [P}i,o]) (19)
Elminating the term { SH ([ki] li + [ei+i] )} ‑i ([ei(O)] ‑ [ei (O, 4)] ) from Eqs. (18)

and (19) and rewriting them, we get

{[U] ‑ tanh E6ffi] ･ (TH iei‑i] )‑i } [ei‑i (O)] + tanh [6i‑i]
× ({(TH [em] )‑' sinh [ki] li + cosh [ki] li}{SH([bm] + [kii li) }‑i IIIIX,i]

‑ [Pi,il)= tanh [6 'Ni]([ai+i] ‑ [Pffi,o]) ' (20)
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Fig.2 An eguivalent

circuit of, multiple‑stage cascade con‑
hect'ed polyphase transmission system

Consider the circuit of Fig. 2, which is a general case of Fig. 1, where the impedance

matrix [z#i] looking from the end terminal oflineitoward line (i+ 1), and the imped‑
ance matrix [zpt'i] looking from the start terminal of line (i+ 1) toward the end ter‑
minal are related as

[z#1]‑1 = [Z}1]

'i + [z;lrLt ] ‑i.

Hence
[ki] ‑i [k,']

[z#1]‑1 .

[ki] ‑1 [k,*･ ] [Zi‑i] ‑i + [ki] ‑i [k,"]

× [Zif1]

[k#,] ‑i [kifi]

[ki,,] ‑‑i

[Zif1]‑i

[k#i]

[zilr'1 ] ‑1

and
(TH [e., ] )‑i = (tanh [6ei ])'i + (tanh [6 ifi] )'i tanh[6gil

× {TH ([kfti] 'lffi + {eff,])}‑i

Therefore
tanh [6i‑i] (TH [e.,] )‑i = [u] + tanh [6ki]

× {TH([kif1] l‑i + [e.,] )} ‑i
From Eqs. (20) and (21) we may obtain [affi ]

[am ]

(21)

as follows:

= ‑{TH ([kffi] lifi + [eff2] )} ‑i [eifi (O)l

+ (tanh [6ki])'"' tanh [6‑i]{(SH [Olti])‑' [ieg:,i ]

'{Pl,i]}+ [P‑i,o] '
The impedance matrix [whi] looking from the end terminal of lineitoward the
start terminal, and the impedance matrix [wi+i] looking from the start terminal ofline
(i + 1) toward line i are related as

[W‑1] ‑1 = [Zfi‑1] ' + [wki] ‑i
'‑

thus
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tanh l6ki ] ･ CIH [eki])‑' = [U] + tanh [6tei]

×{TH ([ki] 4+ [e‑ ,'] )} ‑i

(22)

From Eqs. (21) and (22)

(tanh [6ki])‑' tanh [6i+i] ={SH([Oi+2] + [ki+il l}i)} ‑i

× sH([ei,2] + Ek"ei] ltfi + [e2Fi] )

X (SH [eki])‑i SH((ki] li + [el･])
×{SH([bff,] + [ki] li + [bl･] )}‑i sH [bff,]

'
={SH([bi,2]
+ [km] 4.,)}‑i [7i] ‑i SH [O},]
then

[am] =‑{TH([ki+i] 4+i + [eM.21)}‑i [e‑i (O)]
+{SH([O}2] + [kffi] lffi)}‑i [7i] ‑'i ([Ieza,,]

‑SH [Offi]･ [)Plr,i])+ [jPh.i,o] (23)
Substitution of tslti ] in Eq. (18) and Eq. (23) into Eq. (15) results

[em (x"ei)] =SH{[kGi] (li+i ‑xm)+ [eff2]}
× {sH ([kffi] lffi + [ei+2])}‑i ([e}i (O)]

‑ [eff1 (O, x"i)])+ sinh [k}i] xffi
x{sH([b}2l + [k"i] ii‑i)} ti ([tlln, i+i] ‑ [di+i (xt+i, iei)] )

This equation is equal rightly to what the stage numbers have been exchanged from i to
i + 1 in Eq. (12). Furtherrnore, substituting [Bt,i ] = {effi (O)] and Eq. (23) in Eq. (16)

and rewriting it, we can get the equation that the stage numbers have been exchanged
from i to i+ 1 in Eq. (14).

4. Conclusions
Owing to the foregoing analysis it must be emphasized that the position angle
matrix is sufficiently usefu1 for the multiple‑stage combined polyphase transmission
system although the system has the arbitrary initial values of voltages and currents on
lines. In other words, the equation of the potential or the current at any point on the
transmission line may be expressed simply by using the position angle matrix in the case

of the boundary‑value problem with initia1 values for the combined polyphase transmis‑
sion system. Furthermore, we can easily find the line voltage or current from the system
circuit diagram by means of the position angle matrix without solving the tedious initial

and boundary value problem ofsimultaneous partia1 differential equations. In this paper
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we have not shown any numerical examples because all numerical calculations may be
carried out systematically and straightforwardly by a digital computer.
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